We have carried out a comprehensive study of the molecular conditions and star-forming activities in dark cloud L1174 with multi-wavelength data. Mapping observations of L1174 in 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 were performed using the KOSMA 3-meter telescope. Six molecular cores with masses ranging from 5 to 31 M ⊙ and sizes ranging from 0.17 to 0.39 pc are resolved. Large area ahead of a Herbig Be star, HD 200775, is in expanding and core 1 is with collapse signature. Large line widths of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 indicate the ubiquity of turbulent motions in this region. Spectra of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 prevalently show conspicuously asymmetric double-peaked profiles. In a large area, red-skewed profiles are detected and suggestive of a scenario of global expansion. There is a large cavity around the Herbig Be star HD 200775, the brightest star in L1174. The gas around the cavity has been severely compressed by the stellar winds from HD 200775. Feedbacks from HD 200775 may have helped form the molecular cores around the cavity. Seventeen 2MASS potential young stellar objects were identified according to their 2MASS colour indices. The spatial distribution of the these 2MASS sources indicates that some of them have a triggered origin. All these suggest that feedbacks from a Herbig Ae/Be star may also have the potential to trigger star forming activities.
INTRODUCTION
L1174 is a molecular cloud located in the constellation of Cepheus with low-to intermediate-mass star forming activities (Kun, Kiss, & Balog 2008) . As a portion of the L1167/L1174 complex, L1174 was reported for the first time as a dark nebula by Lynds (1962) . Investigations of L1174 have been performed with multi-wavelengths continuum and emission lines observations. The first mapping observations with molecular lines were carried out by Myers, Linke, & Benson (1983) in 13 CO J = 1 − 0 and C 18 O J = 1 − 0. Studies with lines from 12 CO and its isotopic variants have been performed by Myers et al. (1988) , Wu, Zhou, & Evans (1992) , Butner, Lada, & Loren (1995) , Bontemps et al. (1996) , Williams et al. (1998) , Buckle & Fuller (2002) , and Walsh, Myers, & Burton (2004) . Wing emissions of 12 CO J = 1 − 0 were detected in L1174 and interpreted as evidence of outflow activities by Wu, Zhou, & Evans (1992) . With observations in NH 3 (J, K) = (1, 1), Goodman et al. (1993) detected an averaged velocity gradient of 0.87 ± 0.32 km s other molecules with mapping and point observations, e.g., HCN and HNC by Harju (1989) and Turner, Pirogov, & Minh (1997) , C 3 H 3 by Madden et al. (1989) , CS by Zhou et al. (1989) , HC 3 N by , DCO + and H 13 CO + by Butner, Lada, & Loren (1995) and Williams et al. (1998) , N 2 H + and C 3 H 2 by Benson, Caselli, & Myers (1998) , and CH 3 OH, c-C 3 H 2 by Buckle & Fuller (2002) . Efforts to search for water masers in L1174 obtained negative results (Persi, Palagi, & Felli 1994; Furuya et al. 2003; Sunada et al. 2007 ).
Located in L1174, a well known reflection nebula NGC 7023 has been extensively studied. NGC 7023 is illuminated by a Herbig Be star HD 200775 (Kun, Kiss, & Balog 2008) . There are 3 photodissociation regions (PDRs) in NGC 7023 located to the east, south and northwest of the exciting star. During the past decade, chemical and physical conditions of these PDRs have been investigated with observations at wavelengths from mid-infrared to millimeter (An & Sellgren 2003 Rosenberg et al. 2011) . Many of these studies were dedicated to spectroscopic observations of PAH emission features in this region. The first confirmedly detected fullerene C 60 in interstellar space was discovered in NGC 7023 (Werner et al. 2004; Sellgren, Uchida, & Werner 2007; Sellgren et al. 2010) . With observations using SPIRE and PACS onboard Herschel, Abergel et al. (2010) for the first time detected far-infrared/submm filaments in the PDRs of NGC 7023.
HD 200775 is a massive Herbig Be star with a spectral type of B3(±1)e and a total luminosity of 15,000 L ⊙ (Hernández et al. 2004) . The binarity of this source was confirmed by Monnier et al. (2006) . Alecian et al. (2008) estimated the masses of the primary and the secondary stars to be 10.7 and 9.3 M ⊙ respectively, and the age of the primary to be about 10 5 yr. At the near vicinity, a biconical cavity has been very likely excavated by an energetic bipolar outflow in an earlier evolutionary stage (Fuente et al. 1998) . In a recent work, Okamoto et al. (2009) presented the detection of a flared disk around HD 200775.
The distance to L1174 from the Sun has not been firmly determined. In the literature, several values have been quoted, e.g., 440 pc (Wu, Zhou, & Evans 1992; Goodman et al. 1993; Bontemps et al. 1996) , 429
pc (van den Ancker, de Winter, & Tjin A Djie 1998), and 288 pc (Straizys et al. 1992) . In this paper, we will follow Wu, Zhou, & Evans (1992) to adopt the distance of 440 pc.
In this paper, we will present a mapping study of L1174 with 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2. The physical conditions and kinematics are profoundly discussed. With combination of millimeter and infrared data, star forming activities in L1174 are well investigated. This paper is arranged as follows: we present a description of the observations and archival data in Section 2, while the results and some preliminary analysis are presented in Section 3; in Section 4, we try to comprehensively discuss the data; the findings of this work are summarized in Section 5.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ACQUISITION

KOSMA observation
A region of 23 ′ × 15 ′ around L1174 was mapped in 13 CO J = 2 − 1 (220.399GHz) and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 (345.796GHz) using the Kölner Observatorium für SubMillimeter Astronomie (KOSMA) 3-m telescope 1 on Gornergrat near Zermatt in Switzerland. The observations were carried out with a 1 ′ × 1 ′ grid using the on-thefly (OTF) mode on April 16th 2003. The reference point was at (α = 21 h 00 m 22 s .13, δ = 68
• 12 ′ 52 ′′ .9, J2000). The 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 lines were simultaneously observed with the dual-channel 230/345 GHz SIS receiver (Graf et al. 1998) , whose noise temperature was about 120 K. The on board acousto optical spectrometer (Schieder, Tolls, & Winnewisser 1989) ′′ . The data were reduced and visualized with CLASS and GREG programs of GILDAS software (Pety 2005) . The baselines were fitted with one order polynomial and removed for each line. The line intensities were corrected to main beam temperature scale using the formula of T mb = T * A F e f f /B e f f .
Archival data
The Spitzer Gould Belt Legacy Survey 2 (program ID: 30574; Allen & Spitzer Gould Belt Legacy Team 2007) carried out observations toward L1174 and its vicinity with the InfraRed Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004 ) and the Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; Rieke et al. 2004 ) onboard the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004 ) in 2006 November and 2007 February. These data are publicly available on IRSA 3 , where we retrieved the post-BCD (post Basic Calibrated Data) mosaics. They are directly used in the qualitative analysis of the distribution of dust and its spatial relation with molecular gas.
Archived data from the 2MASS Point Source Catalog (PSC) were also used in our work. To guarantee the reliability of the data, we adopted the source selection criteria from Li & Smith (2005 Photometric data of 6 IRAS point sources were retrieved from version 2.1 of IRAS Point Source Catalog. And their color indices and infrared luminosity are quantitatively investigated. Their relations with and effects to the molecular cloud are discussed in following analysis. Figure 1 shows the 13 CO J = 2−1 and 12 CO J = 3−2 mapping grids of L1174 and its vicinity.
RESULTS
13 CO J = 2 − 1 spectra show mono-peak resembling gaussian profiles. In contrast, profiles of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 show complicated structures. This suggests that 12 CO J = 3 − 2 transition is optically thick in this region, while 13 CO J = 2 − 1 is relatively optically thin. Thus, the molecular gas traced with 13 CO J = 2 − 1 line is less affected by optical depth. We will use this line to derive the physical properties of the cloud.
Molecular cores
As shown in Figure 1 (a) , the intensity of 13 CO line varies throughout the region. This suggests a complex distribution of molecular gas on the projected plane of sky. There exists a cavity at the midwest. And relatively denser gas is surrounding the cavity. In the following analysis, six molecular cores with different physical conditions are resolved. Figure 2 shows the velocity-integrated intensity map of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 rotational transition. We, by eye, identified six intensity peaks as cores, which are labeled as core 1 to core 6 with ascending right ascension order. The coordinates of the cores were converted from the offsets of intensity peaks to equatorial system (J2000) and are given in Table 1 . The uncertainties of them are referred to the pointing error, which is better than 10 ′′ . The radius of each core was determined according to the nearest point with 50% of its peak intensity and is presented in Table 2 . We estimate that more than 80% of the masses of the cores are involved in spheres with these radii.
Identification
Core 1 to 5 are distributed surrounding a cavity, which has been excavated by an energetic and bipolar outflow in an earlier evolutionary stage of the massive Herbig Be star HD 200775 (Fuente et al. 1998) . And core 6 is situated at the most east, about 8 ′ (∼ 1 pc) away from HD 200775. Core 1 is associated with IRAS 20597+6800, while core 3 is coincident with a 2MASS YSO candidate (2MASS J21013520+6810086). No IRAS point sources or 2MASS YSO candidates are detected at the near vicinities of the other four molecular cores. Core 3, core 4 and core 5 show notable intensity gradients at the directions towards HD 200775. This could be attributed to the feedbacks from the central Herbig Be star.
The spectra of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 at the peak of each core are shown in Figure 3 . Rotational line of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 shows similar mono-peak profiles at all six cores, while that of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 differs from each other. For core 1, line of 12 CO J = 3− 2 indicates a blue-skewd profile and broad line wings. This line shows mono-peak with a blue wing at core 2 and 4, while weak blue-skewed profile feature at core 3 and 5. Contrast to core 1, a red-skewed profile is observed at core 6.
LTE parameters
To investigate the nature of the cores, it is firstly necessary to obtain estimates of some physical parameters, e.g., temperatures, masses. The derivation of these parameters follows a rotation temperature -column density analysis under the assumed conditions of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) (Garden et al. 1991) .
One component gaussian fittings to molecular lines at peaks of the cores were carried out. In Table 1 , the antenna temperatures, velocity centroid, and full widths at half-maximum (FWHM) of lines of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 are given. According to Garden et al. (1991) , under conditions of LTE, the measured main beam temperature T mb and the column density of 13 CO (N13 CO ) can be expressed as follows,
where T ex is the exciting temperature which we estimate to be about 20 ± 4 K from the averaged dust temperature of the 6 IRAS sources (see Table 3 ), T bg = 2.75 K is the temperature of the cosmic background radiation, f is the beam-filling factor which is 1 in our observations, B and µ are the rotational constant and permanent dipole moment of 13 CO, J is the rotational quantum number of the lower state in the observed rotational transition.
The combination of equation 1 and 2 would lead to a revised expression of N13 CO as, 
where τ is the optical depth of 13 CO J = 2 − 1. Given the optically thin feature of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 emission, the term
is approximate 1. The velocity-integrated intensities T mb dv for the cores are resulted from the gaussian fitting and given in Table 2. To obtain the column densities of molecular hydrogen N H 2 , we adopt a canonical [CO]/[H 2 ] abundance ratio of ≃ 10 4 , as measured in nearby molecular clouds (Frerking, Langer, & Wilson 1987; Pineda, Caselli, & Goodman 2008) . Given the near distance of L1174, the isotope ratio [
12 C]/[ 13 C] in the local ISM is applied, which is about 77 (Wilson & Rood 1994) . With an assumed error of 10 percent for the isotope ratio, uncertainties are counted while deriving the N H 2 . The resulted column densities of 13 CO and H 2 are given in column 4 and 5 of Table 2 .
The finally derived mass of each core is reached with an assumption of a homogenous sphere structure.
where µ g = 1.36 is the mean atomic weight of gas, m(H 2 ) is the mass of a hydrogen molecule, and n H 2 = N H 2 /2R is the number density of molecular hydrogen. The resulted LTE masses of the six cores are presented in column 7 of Table 2 . The masses vary from 4.9 to 31 M ⊙ with a median value of 14 M ⊙ .
Virial masses
To collapse for a core, the mass should be larger than its virial mass. We follow MacLaren, Richardson, & Wolfendale (1988) to estimate the virial masses of the cores with the assumption of constant density distributions.
where ∆v is the FWHM of the observed molecular line (see Table  1 ) and R the estimate of radius given in Table 2 . Column 8 of Table  2 shows the resulted virial masses ranging from 171.2 to 463 M ⊙ which are evidently larger than the LTE masses.
3.2
12 CO J = 3 − 2 mapping
Figure 4 (a) shows the velocity-integrated intensity map of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 (contours) overlayed on that of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 (gray). The distribution of 12 CO is more extended than that of 13 CO. This is because that emissions from 12 CO trace more diffuse and external part of molecular clouds. The positions of intensity peaks of 12 CO are not consistent with that of cores traced by 13 CO. Self-absorbtion of 12 CO J = 3− 2 at densest region could explain this phenomenon. The large column density at the immediate vicinity of cores makes 12 CO J = 3 − 2 rotational line to be optically thick. This would cause deviation in the observed distribution of 12 CO. Another interesting feature from the observations is the diversity of profiles of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 line spectra (see Figure 1  (b) ). Conspicuously asymmetric double-peaked spectral lines are detected in large area of this region. Such asymmetric doublepeaked profiles are always regarded as effective tracers of kinematics of molecular clouds. Asymmetrically blue profiles, lines with the peaks skewed to the blue sides, are frequently interpreted as evidence of inward motions . Such inward motions could be collapse (Zhou et al. 1993; Evans et al. 2005) or infall (Wu & Evans 2003; Wu et al. 2005) . By contrast, the red-asymmetry is observed when a centrally concentrated system (i.e., with excitation temperature decreasing outward) is expanding. Figure 4 (b)-(d) show the spectral profiles of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 in three subregions labeled with red boxes in panel (a). Lines in subregion I, corresponding to core 1, show dominant blue profiles, which could be due to infall motions (see Sect. 4.1.1). In a relatively lager area (about 1 pc in diameter), red profiles are detected in subregion II. In our further analysis, this would be attributed to the global expansion rather than outflow (see Sect. 4.2). Much more complex line profiles are observed in subregion III, in which blue and red profiles show up alternately. The backflow of stellar winds and feedbacks from two potential 2MASS YSOs could induce complexity to the line profiles in subregion III (see Sect. 4.2).
Associated IRAS sources
There are 6 IRAS point sources detected in the mapping region of KOSMA observations. They are marked in Figure 2 and Figure Table 1 . Fitting parameters of cores. .
IRAS 20597+6800 (IRAS 1 in this paper) and IRAS 21009+6758 (IRAS 3 in this paper) are associated with core 1 and HD 200775 respectively. The infrared flux densities of the 6 IRAS sources are derived with the following equation (Casoli et al. 1986 ):
where F 12 , F 25 , F 60 , and F 100 are the flux densities in Jy at 12 µm, 25 µm, 60 µm, and 100 µm respectively. With the distance of 440 pc, we obtain the infrared luminosity, which is given in column 10 of Table 3 . Color indices of log(
) and log(
) are calculated and shown in Table 3 either.
Cross identification with 2MASS point source catalogue was performed for each IRAS source. The identification process followed the criteria of: a) an associated 2MASS point source must locate in the error ellipse of a IRAS source; b) the reddest one was selected if two or more 2MASS sources were found in the very near reaches of a IRAS source. None 2MASS associations were identified for IRAS 1, IRAS 2, IRAS 4 and IRAS 6. For IRAS 3, only one 2MASS source fulfills the first criterion and was determinately identified as the near-IR association. Two 2MASS point sources reside in the error ellipse of IRAS 5. The closer one possessing larger infrared color indices (i.e, [J − H] and [H − K s]) was undoubtedly identified as the association. The results of the cross identification are given in column 12 of Table 3 .
2MASS YSO candidates
Highly reliable 2MASS point sources were reexamined according to their colour indices (i.e., (Bessell & Brett 1988) . The arrow shows a reddening vector of A V = 5 mag (Rieke & Lebofsky 1985) . The dot-dashed line indicates the locus of dereddened T Tauri stars (Meyer, Calvet, & Hillenbrand 1997) . The dashed lines, which are drawn parallel to the reddening vector, define the reddening band for normal field stars and T Tauri stars. Crosses are over-plotted with an interval corresponding to A V = 5 mag.
cal data from the 2MASS catalogue and colour indices of all YSO candidates are given in column 3 to 8 of Table 4 .
DISCUSSIONS
Molecular cores
Evolutionary status
Diverse profiles of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 are detected in distinct cores. This, along with the distribution of the infrared sources (i.e., IRAS source and 2MASS YSO candidates), suggests deferent evolutionary status of the cores.
Core 1 is the smallest one in size. The association with IRAS 20597+6800 indicates ongoing star formation in core 1. The profile of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 shows blue-skewed asymmetric feature suggestive of infall motions. Based on the simple analytic model of radiative transfer proposed by Myers et al. (1996) , the inward speed is estimated to be about 0.43 km s −1 . Shown in Figure 6 (a) is the position-velocity (P-V) diagram with a slice crossing the core 1 from north to south. This is a typical P-V diagram showing blue profile (Wu et al. 2007) , which well resembles an infall scenario. Meanwhile, this P-V diagram indicates the detection of prominent line wings in core 1. Such feature is always interpreted as the result of outflow activities in star forming regions (Lada 1985) . Point observation of L1174 (corresponding to core 1 in this study) in 12 CO J = 1 − 0 was performed by Wu, Zhou, & Evans (1992) , and the prominent wing emission was interpreted as the evidence of the existence of an outflow. And in the outflow catalog of Wu, Huang, & He (1996) , L1174 was classified as a source driving a bipolar outflow. Shown in Figure 6 (b) is the velocity-integrated intensity map of the wing emissions. The red lobe of the outflow is unambiguously revealed, while the blue lobe is not clear. Since core 1 is located in the large molecular envelope of HD 200775 whose feedback severely impacts the ambient material, it is difficult to separate the blue lobe of the outflow and the surrounding gas.
Core 2 is the lightest one in mass. The 12 CO J = 3 − 2 line of core 2 shows mono-peak feature. This core is relatively diffuse. No IRAS source or 2MASS YSO candidate is detected in core 2. All these are suggestive of an evolutionary stage prior to the beginning of star formation. Core 4 shows a mono-peak profile in 12 CO J = 3 − 2. The density is as low as that of core 2. The lack of infrared source in this core suggests a similar evolutionary stage as core 2.
Core 5 is the densest one. The large gradient in Figure 2 indicates that core 5 is heavily compressed by the winds from HD 200775. In the observations with 12 CO J = 3 − 2, this core is resolved into two cores (see Figure 4 ). An IRAS source (i.e., IRAS 21015+6757) is located between core 5a and 5b. Core 5b is associated with 2MASS J21021404+6807306 (i.e., 2MASS 9 in this paper). Compared with 2MASS 6, 2MASS 9 shows smaller infrared excess ([J − H] = 1.11, [H − K s] = 1.05). This indicate that core 5b could be more evolved than core 3. Shown in Figure 7 (a) is a position-velocity diagram along centers of the core 5a and 5b. This is a typical P-V diagram showing red profile (Wu et al. 2007 ). Both of the two cores show notable red-skewed asymmetric profiles (see Figure 7 (b) ). These features could be ascribed to the global expansion originated from the feedback of HD 200775 (see Sect. 4 
.2).
Core 6 is the largest, most massive and diffuse one. The line of 12 CO J = 3− 2 at the peak of this core shows red-skewed asymmetric profile. No infrared source is detected in this core. This, combined with the diffuse feature, suggests that this core is in a very early stage. As shown in Figure 4 , core 6 resides in the subregion II where red-skewed lines dominate. The origin of red-skew profile Figure  4 (a). The contour levels start from the 20% of the peak intensity with a step of 8%. And the peak intensity is 6.18 K. The vertical dash-dotted line indicates the system velocity V sys = 2.58 km s −1 . The two dashed lines indicate the beginning of the blue and red wings. (b) Velocity-integrated intensity map of wing emissions of 12 CO J = 3 − 2. The velocity interval covers -1 to 0.5 km s −1 for the blue wing (dashed lines), while 4 to 6 km s −1 for the red wing (solid lines). The contour levels start from 1.95 K km s −1 with an increasing step of 0.37 K km s −1 for the blue wing and start from 2.11 K km s −1 with an increasing step of 0.33 K km s −1 . The cross presents the center of core 1, and the filled triangle indicates the location of IRAS 20597+6800 (IRAS 1 in this paper).
of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 in core 6 could be due to the global expansion (See Sect. 4.2).
Potential collapse
Compared with that in other low-mass star forming regions (e.g., case in Taurus, Onishi et al. 2002) , the line widths of cores in our observations are relatively large, ranging from 1.8 km s −1 in core 4 to 2.4 km s −1 in core 6 (FWHM of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 line). In regions with temperatures of about 20 K (see Table 3 ), the isothermal sound speeds would be about 0.27 km s −1 (McKee & Tan 2003) . This is much smaller than the observed line widths. Therefore, some other non-thermal motions play dominant roles in the broadening of lines in this region. Several sources could be responsible for these non- Figure 4 (a) . The contour levels start from the 15% of the peak intensity with a step of 7.5%. And the peak intensity is 10.90 K. The vertical dashed line indicates the system velocity V sys = 2.58 km s −1 . (b) Profiles of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 at the peaks of core 5a and 5b. thermal line widths. One of them is that the cores formed in a turbulent environment and they are still turbulent (Saito et al. 2006) . Meanwhile, some motions after the formation of a central protostar would lead to large line widths. Such motions could be infall, outflows, winds, and rotations (Pavlyuchenkov et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2005) . Bulk motions due to central protostar may play key roles in the case of core 1 and core 3, especially in core 1, where infall of material is detected (see Sect. 4.1.1). Without associated infrared sources, the other four cores should be in turbulent conditions.
From the calculation performed in Sect. 3.1, one can see that the derived virial masses largely exceed the LTE masses for all six cores. This suggests that there isn't sufficient gravitational energy to bind the systems. Lee et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2008) obtained similar LTE and virial masses in IRAS 05345+31571 and MWC 1080 star forming regions. Saito et al. (2006) also concluded that non-turbulent cores have similar virial masses to LTE masses but the virial masses are usually larger than the LTE masses for turbulent cores. External pressure is needed for a turbulent core to maintain a bound system. We follow Saito et al. (2006) to estimate the least external pressures for the 13 CO cores to be in bound systems. The virial equation will be amended to be as following with external pressure:
where U = 1 2
Mσ 2 (σ-velocity dispersion) is the kinetic energy,
is the gravitational energy, and R is the radius of the core. The velocity dispersion is deduced from the line width of 13 CO using the equation of σ = △v/2 √ 2ln(2). While F = 0, we get the lower limits of the required external pressure. The results are then divided by Bolzmann constant κ and tabulated in Table 2 . Notice that all the six cores need external pressures of P ex /k ∼ 10 5 K cm −3 to maintain bound systems. McKee & Tan (2003) suggested that the pressure at the surface of a core is related to its surface density:
where Σ = 1.36N H 2 m(H 2 ) is the surface density in g cm −2 . In our case, the resulted surface pressure for all the six cores is about 10 5 K cm −3 , which is commensurate with the required external pressure for maintaining bound systems. In addition, winds from the central bright Herbig Be star HD 200775 would provide supplemental pressure to help binding the neighbour cores, i.e., core 3, core 4, and core 5. Therefore, we suggest that these turbulent cores can be bound with external pressure.
As discussed above, turbulence plays great role in balancing the gravitational force in the cores. However, previous studies showed that this support would not exist long enough to prevent them collapsing. This could be attributed to the relatively short dissipation timescale for turbulent motions, which is about ∼ 10 5 yr, much shorter than the free-fall timescale of ∼ 10 6 yr for a core with n H 2 ∼ 10 3 cm −3 (McKee & Ostriker 2007) . This, along with the available surface pressure and feedbacks from HD 200775, suggests the six molecular cores resolved by our observations have the potential to collapse to form stars.
Global motions
Comparison of spectra of subregion I (Figure 4 (b) ) with subregions II and III (Figure 4 (c) and (d) ) evidently shows variation of line profile. Obviously, the line centers for the western subregion I are slightly blue-shifted with respect to the system velocity, while red-shifted for the eastern subregions II and III. This velocity variation is also detected with 13 CO J = 2 − 1 line emission. The velocity centroid shows a tendency of increasing with ascending right ascension (J2000) for the six cores (see Table. 1). In Figure 8 , the distribution of velocity centroid for the line of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 is presented and systematic velocity variation is confirmed. The value of the velocity gradient is estimated to be about 0.94 km s −1 pc −1 , which is consistent with the result in Goodman et al. (1993) . This could be due to the strong stellar wind from HD 200775 which is the brightest source in this region. On the other hand, this velocity gradient may suggest a scenario of cloud rotation with a NW-SE direction, while the southeast potion moving away from us and the northwest portion to us.
Feedbacks from stars with masses 8 M ⊙ would profoundly affect the conditions of the natal clouds. The strong radiation pressure and stellar winds could destroy the clouds to constraint further star forming activities, otherwise they may help dense cores form in surroundings which will collapse to form new generation stars (see Sect.4.3) . In this work, HD 200775, a Herbig Be star with mass of ∼ 10M ⊙ , would generate violent winds blowing the whole molecular cloud to globally expand. The powerful stellar winds or outflow from this young star blew away ambient material and excavate a cavity at the west where the density was relatively low. The dispersed material accumulated around the cavity to form filamentary structures where core 1 and core 2 have formed. For the portion to the east of HD 200775, large amount gas and high density prevent it being blown about. However, the winds still possibly make the whole molecular to be globally expanding.
Another observational evidence supporting a scenario of global expansion comes from the line profiles of 12 CO J = 3 − 2. As shown in Figure 1 (b) , red-skewed profiles dominates in spectra with two peaks. As mentioned in Sect.3.2, this is due to selfabsorption of the molecular cloud with motions. Extensive redskewed spectra can be observed in regions with expansion or inclined outflows. In our observations, the distribution of the redskewed lines is more consistent with the situation of expansion. Given the fact that an outflow always has lobes constrained within certain directions, red-dominated profiles originated from an inclined outflow would be located in a region with relatively small opening angle and better collimation. In a scenario of an expanding molecular cloud with a hot bright star inside, the blue-shifted emission originate from the hemisphere closer to the observer while the red-shifted emission from the hemisphere farther away; for the excitation of the molecules is the highest near the hot star, the observer is always looking at the cooler side of the blue hemisphere and the hotter side of the red hemisphere; thus, the red emission should always be as strong as, or stronger than, the blue emission (an analogue to the scenario of collapsing core proposed by Zhou et al. (1993) ).
However, not all lines of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 emission resemble the red-skewed profiles. This ostensibly conflict with the expansion scenario. Blue-skewed spectra, rather than red-skewed ones, dominates at the northwest (see Figure 1 and 4) . This could be due to the infall motions in core 1 as aforementioned. The 12 CO J = 3 − 2 spectra detected at the southwest show mono-peak with relatively large wing emissions (see Figure 1 (b) ). This indicates that the gas column density is pretty low. Thus the line of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 here is optically thin while compared with the one in other places in this region. Another confusion comes from the complicated spectra in subregion III as shown in Figure 1 , where blue-and redskewed line profiles are alternatively detected. Other mechanisms are necessary to destroy the homogeneity of 12 CO J = 3 − 2 line spectra. The blue-skewed profiles observed in the first column from right in Figure 4 (d) could be due to the backflow of stellar wind. To the southeast of the cloud, there are two 2MASS YSO candidates, 2MASS 15 (2MASS J21025484+6806210) and 2MASS 16 (2MASS J21025943+6806322, associated with IRAS 5). As shown in Figure 2 and 4 (a) , the cloud is as if compressed by the feedback from these infrared sources. With particularly large infrared excessive emission, 2MASS 15 could be in an early evolutionary stage with possible outflow activities which may contribute to the occurrence of the blue-skewed profiles in the left three columns in Figure  4 (d).
Triggered star formation
Shown in Figure 9 is a close up view of the central part of the region. Gray scaled background with an inverted color map presents 4.5 µm emission which mainly originate from H 2 (v = 0 − 0, s(9, 10, 11)) and CO(v = 1 − 0) in shocked regions or outflows (Smith et al. 2006; Davis et al. 2007; Cyganowski et al. 2008) . Evidently shocked structures are resolved at north and south of HD 200775. It is believed that supersonic stellar winds and/or outflow originated from HD 200775 have been serving as the engine of these shocks. Relatively weak extended 4.5 µm emission were detected in the east reaches. Nearby IRAS 4 (i.e., IRAS 21015+6757), an elongated structure still can be identified. This would be a trail feature of earlier shocks. For this region, we recommend a scenario of intermittent shocks generated by stellar winds from HD 200775.
Overlaid contours on 4.5 µm emission in Figure 9 present Ten 2MASS YSO candidates (i.e., 2MASS 1-9 and 11) are marked with blue asterisks in Figure 9 . They are labeled with numbers with increasing distances from HD 200775. Note that the nearest nine ones are aligned in NW-SE direction consistent with the velocity gradient shown in Figure 8 . These features are suggestive of a scenario of triggered star formation in this region.
We define 2MASS index for a 2MASS source as, Table 4 . With an α = 1, a 2MASS point source will locate on the right dashed line in Figure 5 which is the dividing line between reddening normal field stars and T Tauri stars (Bessell & Brett 1988; Meyer, Calvet, & Hillenbrand 1997; Li & Smith 2005) . A younger YSO would possess a smaller 2MASS index. We dotted the 10 2MASS YSO candidates nearest to HD 200775(i.e., 2MASS 2-11, with exclusion of 2MASS 1 which is the 2MASS association of HD 200775) on a plot of 2MASS index vs. angle distance to HD 200775 (see Figure 9) . A tendency of decreasing of α with increasing angle distance is presented. To quantitatively evaluate the existence of such inverse correlation, we performed least square linear fitting. Presented as a dashed line is the fitted result with all ten points. This is representative a linear equation of α = (−0.070 ± 0.028)d + (1.068 ± 0.089), where d is the angle distance to HD 200775 from a 2MASS YSO candidate. This indicates that the more aged YSOs, with larger 2MASS index α, resides closer to HD 200775 and younger ones farther away. However, a modest correlation coefficient of R 2 = 0.44 indicate that this tendency is not highly reliable. Shown as a solid line in Figure 9 , another fitting without considering 2MASS 9 and 10, which possess extremely small 2MASS indices, results in a linear equation of α = (−0.023 ± 0.007)d + (0.995 ± 0.021) and a larger correlation coefficient of R 2 = 0.62. Intriguingly, the tendency of descending α (i.e., decreasing age) with increasing angle distance is better confirmed. This feature is reminiscent of sequential star formation which is always interpreted as evidence of triggered star formation in the literature (Elmegreen & Lada 1977; Preibisch & Zinnecker 2007) .
SUMMARY
We carried out mapping observations of L1174 in lines of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 and 12 CO J = 3 − 2 at 220.399 GHz and 345.796 GHz. Based on observed and archival data , the molecular conditions and star forming activities in L1174 were extensively investigated.
Six molecular cores are resolved by the observations in 13 CO J = 2 − 1. Local thermodynamic equilibrium based calculations resulted in core masses of 5 to 31 M ⊙ with an median value of 15 M ⊙ . Relatively large line width in all six cores indicates turbulent motions throughout the L1174 region. This also leads to large virial masses ranging from 171.2 to 463 M ⊙ , a factor of magnitude higher than the LTE masses. However, these cores are still possible to collapse to form new stars given the available external pressure and the affects from the bright Herbig Be star HD 200775.
Conspicuously asymmetric line profiles of 13 CO J = 2 − 1 spectra are observed in a large area in L1174, which indicates bulk motions in this star forming region. Purely blue-skewed line features detected in core 1 suggest the existence of infall motions. Prominent wing emissions imply potential outflows in L1174 which are not resolved because of the low resolution of our observations. Extensive red-skewed line features are detected to the east of HD 200775. This, together with the velocity gradient along NW-SE direction, indicates global expansion in L1174. Formed in the natal cloud, HD 200775 generated strong winds that blew away ambient material and excavated a cavity at the west where the density was relatively low. For the portion in the east, large amount of gas and high density prevent it from dispersing. And the consequence of the interaction between the winds and the gas is the global expansion of the reconstructed cloud.
Seventeen YSO candidates were identified according to 2MASS colour indices. For the ten 2MASS YSO candidates nearest to HD 200775, a tendency of decreasing age with increasing distance to HD 200775 is detected. This, along with large 13 CO intensity gradient of cores near HD 200775 and the shock features observed at 4.5 µm, suggests a scenario of star formation triggered by the Herbig Be star HD 200775.
